HERE WHERE WE LIVE
AN ART- AND CULTURE PROJECT WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNGSTERS
FROM LINDHOLM AND OUTER ØSTERBRO IN NYKØBING F.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT
The art and culture project HERE WHERE WE

Children and young people from the schools;

places and meeting places, participated in a film

Lithuania, Latvia and Russia work with art and

LIVE gives insight into the everyday life of the

Lindeskovskolen, Østre Skole and from the youth

project and recorded a rap about an inclusive

culture as a means of developing interesting and

children and young people in the local area -

house, Klubhuset Østerbro, have been exploring

neighborhood. Furthermore they have written

vibrant urban environments. Through the EU

their use of the area, their thoughts, interests

their local area in Lindholm and outer Østerbro

texts about the local forest, the sea, the youth

project, Guldborgsund Municipality will gain new

and dreams. What places do they like, where

together with the artists Bank & Rau, Julie Myers,

club, the roundabout, the football field and the

knowledge on how children and young people,

do they meet, and which details do they notice

Michael Dunk, Mille Rude and poet Sternberg,

local supermarket Netto. The texts have been

as well as art and culture, can have a crucial role

in their local area? Through photographs, a film

musicians from Rapolitics as well as teachers

presented on signs placed in public space.

when developing new physical contexts in a local

project and concrete artistic expressions in the

from Culthus and The Art School; Billedskolen

public space - a diversity of personal and poetic

Storstrøm.

narratives are presented under the headline HERE
WHERE WE LIVE.
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area and creating meaningful communities.
The project HERE WHERE WE LIVE was
initiated by the municipality of Guldborgsund

In this way UrbCulturalPlanning supports

Together they have created sculptures and

as part of the EU project UrbCulturalPlanning,

Guldborgsund Municipality and their overall

memorial stones, they have photographed secret

where partners from Poland, Finland, Germany,
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development of the district Østerbro, as well as

Lindholm has been designated and registered

Read more about HERE WHERE WE LIVE,

the municipality’s focus on education through the

as an exposed residential area on the so-called

UrbCulturalPlanning and Guldborgsund Municipality

project’s involvement of children and young people

ghetto list executed by the government. The

concerning their work and development of the

in artistic and urban development processes.

project HERE WHERE WE LIVE is about relating,

district Østerbro: guldborgsund.dk/herhvorvibor

Østerbro is beautifully located in the eastern part

engaging and creating stories about the the

of Nykøbing F. close to forest and the sea. The

place where you live. Not only with the aim of

residents of the district include many different

transforming the neighborhood, but also to make

groups, and Lindholm is placed in the center of

it more recognizable and present to others. HERE

Østerbro, where 3 non-profit housing companies

WHERE WE LIVE is funded by the EU project

altogether have 700 apartments with approx.

UrbCulturalPlanning, Kulturregion Storstrøm and

1550 residents.

the Danish Arts Foundation.
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1_HOUSE ARTISTS AT THE SCHOOL
The oldest school students at Lindeskovskolen worked together with an author, different artists and musicians
in different school disciplines and subjects such as Danish (all students) Music, Visual Arts, Crafts and Design
(elective subjects).
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DANSK

DANISH
with poet Sternberg

Introduction by Sternberg.

sources of inspiration: the danish poet, Vagn

In the context of HERE WHERE WE LIVE I spent

Steen, and the two American artists Yoko Ono and

two days with the students (from 7th to 9th

Jenny Holzer. In Vagn Stens poetry collection, I

grade) at Lindeskovskolen. I was hoping they

am no poetry anthology, he compares himself to

would be ready to share a bit about who they are,

all sort of things: a poetry anthology, a ball, a fox

by writing about their relationship to the area,

etc. The purpose of the book is to inspire others to

where they live. Fortunately it turned out to be

write their own poems using the same formula as

the case. What matters most to me, is the fact

Vagn Steen has used. Therefore, together with the

that the students write about what is important

pupils, we wrote a lot of “I am no-poems”, where

for themselves and do not try to respond to the

the pupils suggested the contents of the different

expectations of the teachers, me as an artist or

texts, that we wrote. In this way we created a nice

the Queen. The Queen, the teachers and I must

pile of collective co-created texts.

write our own texts.
Afterwards the pupils individually had to
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The artistic process with the pupils is based on

compare different places, in the same way we

my own practice as a poet and has had 3 primary

had compared ourselves with different things.
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Beforehand, the pupils were asked to bring their

In the late 70’s and early 80’s, Jenny Holzer

Overall the pupils wrote many great texts, more

personal lists showing different local sites in the

anonymously placed posters with text in various

than those included here. In the selection process,

neighborhood. The list contained:

locations in Manhattan. The effect was huge.

I have endeavored to select texts which are

Anonymous statements in public space can really

representative. I hope they find many readers: in

•

the five worst places

have a surprising effect, as one do not expect

urban space, at the exhibition and when people

•

the five best places

to be exposed to an artistic experience. I asked

read about the project. Sincere thanks to Diana

•

the five most indifferent places

the pupils to write something they would like to

Gerlach, culture consultant, and to the teachers of

•

the five most important places

be shown in public space. It was an open task.

the school.

Whether it should be instructions or something
else was up to the pupils to decide.

The pupils were now asked to compare the local

Sincerely, Sternberg

sites, selected randomly from their own lists.
Finally I asked the pupils, in pairs, to write based
In the two books by Yoko Ono, Grapefruit and

on each others latest texts and create text series,

Acorn, she makes different instructions to the

using the same method as Peter Laugesen and I

reader. I read these instructions aloud to the

had applied in connection with the poem anthology

pupils with the hope that it could inspire them and

Buddha with dog. Some text series were created

leave a trace in their writing process and texts.

by the pupils using this exchange method of

It obviously did, which is evident in many of the

language.

texts made by the pupils.
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ARTS

ARTS

with artist Mille Rude

Introduction by Mille Rude.

across the playing field and through the forest.

HERE WHERE WE LIVE - A leitmotif between the

Across the creek, behind the hill. The red thread

memories, the stories of places - a memorial is

lights up in the fall and directs us through a curved

placed at the ground - right here on this road.

and twisted road. Can we find a connection? Can

The visual arts team, artist Mille Rude and visual

we create one ourselves? Four stones shaped as

arts teacher René Nejrup, has worked with

hearts and the word love spelled in four languages

memories and personal stories as a starting point

are placed close together in the forest. Two white

for a number of concrete traces placed in the area

stones are placed close to a classrooms and

around Lindeskovskolen.

recalls the time at the school. Two blue diamondshaped stones are placed close to the flowers and
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The pupils have worked with personal memories

represents a fun event, which once took place at

based on the specific . The memories are

this site. One stone is placed far behind the heart-

transformed into a sign, a text or an image - cast

shaped lake, another at the hill and a stone has

in mortar as a memorial. The memorial stone is

not yet been placed. It belongs to several places

created for a selected place in the area, and both

and other contexts. Together the stones become

stone and place are applied in a narrative. We

points on a co-created map of where we are right

follow the red thread from the visual arts room,

now - together.
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CRAFTS AND DESIGN

CRAFTS AND DESIGN
with artist Michael Dunk

A circle of wooden figures almost coincides with

you into the circle while having their own secret

the forest. They stand on a hill - dancing, sensing,

community - they bring wonder questions and

bodily - in a circle, which is closed and open at the

untold stories to life.

same time. As a guest in the forest you are invited
to dance, move and interact. The figures invites
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FOOD AND COOKING
with Bank & Rau
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MUSIC

”

MUSIC

Me and the guys, fired up as a bonfire, we fight
every day to reach our goals, we don’t stop, because
we are tough as steel.

”

Lost my faith, why I immersed myself in the language, the music has
become my psychologist.The foundation disappeared, as we lived on the
edge

”

The fun of the big city does not always satisfy me, so I find peace in
a quiet forest, calm and safe

”

I love my neighborhood, it is here I laugh
who I am is a consequence of all the memories, you know my style, keep a low
profile,
here where I live, life is stable, you can find us at the playing field, everything is
predictable

”

Here where we live, we are not afraid, people think
there is a lot of crime, we think it is exaggerated
30

with Rapolitics

Listen to the rap made by the pupils : guldborgsund.dk/herhvorvibor

”

Here where we live, where we live, I choose
where to belong, listen to the words we use, in our
neighborhood there is room for everyone

”

”

This city is not big, but it doesn’t matter,
you don’t have to act on a large-scale

Here in the ghetto there is nothing to do,
hanging out with the friends, make some trouble,
spend my time on the streets – hoping to create
my own record

”

Here where we live, is friends and family
around, enormous joy, it is our willpower
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2_PHOTO EXHIBITION
Created by 5th grades pupils from Østre Skole and Lindeskovskolen
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PHOTO EXHIBITION
Pupils from Østre Skole and Lindeskovskolen

in collaboration with Museum Lolland Falster,

have together with Culthus and The Arts School

Lindholm Indefra, and “Neighborhoods mothers”

Storstrøm, been searching for secret places,

in Lindholm. The photo series give insight into the

patterns, meeting places, beautiful and ugly places

children’s perspective of the local area. What do

in the outer Østerbro. The result is a photo series

they notice and which specific places do they use

that has been exhibited as part of the exhibition

in their daily lives?

“We love Lindholm”, which has been created
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SECRET PLACES
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PATTERNS

MEETING PLACES
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BEAUTIFUL
PLACES

UGLY PLACES
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3_FILM PROJECT

with 5 young boys, artist Julie Myers and
pupils from Talentskolen in Næstved
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FILM PROJECT
The shawarma bar, the kindergarten playground,

boys, a young local assistant and two pupils from

the center kiosk, a basement transformed into

Talentskolen in Næstved. The film project was

a temporary hairdressing salon, the youth club

initiated due to the boys’ desire to produce a film

and a cold and wet outdoor space between the

that could show their everyday lives, their dreams

housing blocks form the backdrop of a weekend

and aspirations - both on behalf of themselves and

day in december for five young people. A small

the younger children in the neighborhood.

film team consists artist Julie Myers, 5 local young
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